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1. Introduction

Pneumatic technology is essential in modern mechatronics systems [1]. One of the most common applications of
pneumatics is the transfer of materials and loads over short distances [2]. and are frequently used in various industrial
drives to achieve accurate position control [3]. Currently, over 70% of industrial servo control applications move
objects weighing 1 to 10 kg [4]. In comparison to hydraulic and electrical actuators, pneumatic actuators have the
following characteristics: good power density [2], speed output response, cleanness, cost, nonmagnetic [5], and simple
operation mechanism [1]. The negative aspect of pneumatic technology is the significant nonlinearity of pneumatic
drives, which has an impact on system dynamics [3]. Nonlinear behavior of pneumatic actuators in control applications
is affected by dead zone of pneumatic valve [4], mass flow characteristics, friction force [2], and air compressibility [6].
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For several decades, proportional directional control valves have been frequently employed in pneumatic servo systems
[7]–[9].  The spool movement of a proportional direction valve is proportional to the input signal.

Accurate modeling is important to develop control for positioning of the EPA system. Basically, there are two
methods to model the system: (1) theoretical analysis of nature’s laws, and (2) the identification of the system model
based on the measured input and output of the system. Not all the EPA system parameters are provided by the
manufacturer. Furthermore, identifying the unknown parameters is time consuming.  As a result, system identification
has become a favorite among researchers.  Numerous researchers developed the EPA model using system identification
methods [10]–[13]. Autoregressive with exogenous (ARX), which is based on the principle of system identification, is
notable for its ease of estimate and mathematical convenience [14]. To account for the EPA system's nonlinearity, the
Hammerstein model structure is particularly well suited to represent the nonlinearity structure of the linear
identification method [15], [16]. Additionally, the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) technique is literally appropriate
for identifying parameters for nonlinear structures. To identify the Hammerstein model with non-minimum phase
features, a PSO technique was investigated [17]. Several techniques for positioning control of the EPA system have
been investigated such as nonlinear sliding mode control [18], fault tolerant and diagnosis method [1], [19], adaptive
neural network [7], [20], [21], and predictive fuzzy control [22]. The aforementioned controllers, however, have
control design issues such as measurement noise [23], complex controller architecture, and the need for more sensors as
feedback element units. However, in this study, a pole-placement controller was selected since it is suited for discrete
time systems and can be adapted to a polynomial system. Moreover, the closed-loop characteristics of the
pole-placement influence the system’s transient response and system’s stability. The pole-placement controller has
been successfully applied to the EPA systems [24]. Unfortunately, the offered techniques did not account for the
dead-zone effect.  In [7], it was discovered that the dead-zone characteristics limit the control accuracy.

The problem of dead zones is critical in the proportional control field of an electro-pneumatic controlled system
with a proportional valve [25]. Nonlinearity in the dead zone degrades control performance and leads to instability. To
reduce the impact of dead zones, inverse function-based techniques are utilized. In [25], [26] propose a nonlinear
adaptive dead-zone compensator. Another method for minimizing the dead-zone effect is by adding the dead-zone in
cascade with the linear control inputs. A 2DOF controller with a dead-zone compensator has been proposed in [5].
Another inverse dead-zone compensator for a nonlinear Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller has been
investigated [27]. The inverse dead-zone compensator with a fuzzy self-adaptive PID controller was addressed in [28].
The proposed method was tested with a 3 kg payload, yielding a settling time of 0.83 seconds and an overshoot of
0.0146 mm. It has been demonstrated that the inverse dead-zone can solve the dead-zone issue. It also proved that the
combination of the linear and dead-zone compensators reduces the influence of the dead-zone nonlinearity. A
cascading dead-zone compensation was reported in the reviewed literature. Furthermore, the discontinuous dead-zone
model leads to controller output chattering. The preceding technique does not take into consideration the discontinuity
of the inverse dead-zone model. In this paper, a pole-placement controller with an inverse dead-zone compensation is
employed in a feedforward approach. To reduce the chattering effect, a switch function and a parameter were
introduced.

The following is how this paper is structured. Section 2 presents a model identification of the EPA system that
takes into account the dead-zone nonlinearity. Followed by Section 3, the proposed method of switch inverse
dead-zone function with the 2DOF pole-placement controller. The findings of the position control experiments are
presented in Section 4. In this section, the proposed method was evaluated for varying position distances and varying
loads to determine its efficacy. Finally, there is a conclusion to the current findings and a suggestion for further
research.

2. Model Identification

To identify the mathematical model of the EPA system, the Hammerstein model is used. It consists of a linear
dynamic element and a static nonlinear element. The static nonlinear element in this study is the EPA system’s
dead-zone model.  While, the linear dynamic element is an ARX model.

2.1 System Description

Figure 1 depicts the EPA system used to conduct this study. The system comprises of a personal computer, a 500
mm double acting pneumatic cylinder, an Enfield bidirectional proportional valve, a National Instrument data
acquisition card, and a Jun-Air Compressor. During system operation, the EPA system communicates with the
computer using the MATLAB Real Time Window target.
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2.2 Identification of ARX Model

The SI MATLAB toolbox is used to estimate the linear ARX model.  The rich frequencies input described in𝑢(𝑡)
(1) are used to excite the EPA system.

(1)𝑢 𝑡( ) = 0. 8 cos 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2π×0. 05𝑡( ) + 0. 5𝑐𝑜𝑠 2π×0. 2𝑡( ) + 3 cos 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2π×0. 05𝑡( ) 

(2)𝑦 𝑡( ) = 𝐵 𝑧( )
𝐴 𝑧( ) 𝑟 𝑡( ) + 𝑒(𝑡) 

2.3 Identification of Dead-Zone Model

The dead-zone can be expressed as the relationship between input, and output, of the proportional valve𝑢
𝑑

𝑡( ) 𝑢 𝑡( )
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Figure 2.  Asymmetry dead-zone model

3. Controller Design

In this study, the proposed controller is designed in two parts. First, the linear part, which is developed based on
pole-placement control law. Second, the nonlinear part, which is a switching function based on the inverse dead-zone
model.

3.1 Two-Degree of Freedom (2DOF) Pole Placement Controller

The Two-Degree of Freedom (2DOF) Pole-Placement controller is used in this paper for position tracking of the
EPA system. The 2DOF pole-placement controller is shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, the 2DOF pole-placement
controller consists of output compensation and input compensation.  The controller output is given in (4).𝑢(𝑡)

(4)𝑢 𝑡( ) = 𝐻 𝑧( )
𝐹 𝑧( ) 𝑟 𝑡( ) + 𝐺 𝑧( )

𝐹 𝑧( ) 𝑦 𝑡( ) 

Where time, is the number of samples, multiplied by sampling time, , is reference input,𝑡 𝑛 𝑇
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

(𝑡 = 𝑛𝑇
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

) 𝑟(𝑡)

and is position output.  Meanwhile , , and is a polynomial and can be expressed as:𝑦(𝑡) 𝐻(𝑧) 𝐹(𝑧) 𝐺(𝑧) 𝑧−1

(5)𝐹 𝑧( ) = 1 + 𝑓
1
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Figure 3.  The 2DOF pole-placement controller block diagram

The system’s closed loop can be expressed as in equation (7):

(7)𝑦 𝑡( ) = 𝐵 𝑧( )𝐻 𝑧( )
𝐴 𝑧( )𝐹 𝑧( )+𝐵 𝑧( )𝐺 𝑧( ) 𝑟 𝑡( )  

Let the characteristics of the system is given by equation (8) for the closed loop system in equation (7), and the𝑇(𝑧)
diophantine equation be defined as equation (9).

(8)𝑇 𝑧( ) = 1 + 𝑡
1
𝑧−1 + … + 𝑡

𝑛
𝑡

𝑧
−𝑛

𝑡  

(9)𝐴 𝑧( )𝐹 𝑧( ) + 𝐵 𝑧( )𝐺 𝑧( ) = 𝑇 𝑧( )  

Then, the value of can be calculated as follows:𝐻(𝑧)

(10)𝐻 𝑧( ) = 𝑇 𝑧( )
𝐵 𝑧( ) |

𝑧=1
  

3.2 2DOF Pole-placement Controller with Switching Inverse Dead-Zone Compensator

As illustrated in Figure 4, the switching compensator based on the inverse dead-zone model was introduced as a
feedforward to the output of the pole-placement controller.  The compensator’s output is expressed as follows:

(11)𝑢
𝑓𝑓

𝑡( ) = 𝑙𝑐 1
𝑚

𝑟
𝑢 𝑡( ) + 𝑏

𝑟( )𝑆𝐸. 𝐷𝐸 + 𝑙𝑐 1
𝑚

𝑙
𝑢 𝑡( ) + 𝑏

𝑙( )𝑆𝐸. 𝐷𝐸 

The dead-zone compensator act as a switch function in this paper.  It is activated when the error between output
position, and the references input, is in the steady-state error, .  The parameter is introduced to reduce𝑦(𝑡) 𝑟(𝑡) (𝑆𝐸) 𝑙𝑐
the chattering effect.  In equation (11) consists of two components: the right inverse dead-zone component and the left
inverse dead-zone component.  When the direction error, is positive the right component is active and when the(𝐷𝐸)

is negative, the left component is active.𝐷𝐸
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4. Results and Discussion

The experiments were carried out to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed controller in the real-time EPA system.
As the use of the EPA system's positioning tracking involves moving the load from one place to another, the proposed
controller is evaluated at various weights and position distances. The weights vary from 3.1 kg, 5.2 kg, 8.2 kg, 13.5 kg,
and 23.5 kg and the position distances vary from 25 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, and 200 mm. The following subsection
represents the experimental results for the mentioned conditions and the steady-state error ( ), the overshoots ( ),𝑒

𝑠𝑠
𝑂𝑆%

the rise time ( ), and the settling time ( ) are recorded.𝑇
𝑟

𝑇
𝑠

.
4.1 Vary Set Point

Three control algorithms are compared in order to further validate the proposed controller’s efficacy. The first
controller is a traditional pole-placement controller (PP). This is to demonstrate the importance of the dead-zone
compensator in the EPA system. The pole-placement controller with nonlinear dead zone compensation is the second
controller. The dead-zone is cascaded with the output of the pole-placement controller in this controller. It functions as
a dead-zone cancellation in EPA systems. The proposed controller, as described in the preceding section, is the third
controller. The described three controllers were evaluated for tracking a step function with a position distance of 100
mm, and experimental results are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5.  Experimental controller performance comparison for PP, NGIDZ and FFIDZ controller

As can be observed, the average tracking error of NGIDZ and FFIDZ is significantly lower than PP, indicating that
valve dead-zone compensation is required. The average tracking error of FFIDZ and NGIDZ are 0.46 mm and 2.43
mm. These results indicate that the FFIDZ improved 96.9% of the steady-state error without a dead-zone compensator
and 81.1% of the steady-state error with a nonlinear gain dead-zone compensator. In terms of time responses, it is
noticeable that the proposed controller improved the NGIDZ and PP controllers' rising and settling times. The FFIDZ
controller reduced the NGIDZ controller's rising time by 63.5 percent and its settling time by 42.2 percent. It was
discovered that the feedforward inverse dead-zone controller successfully enhanced the performance of the cascade
inverse dead-zone controller.

4.2 Vary Load at 25 mm Position

Figure 6 shows the result of the proposed controller tested at a 25 mm position distance for varying loads. The
recorded criteria performances are tabulated in Table 1. It is clearly shown that an overshoot of 16% only occurred
when attached to a 23.5 kg load. From Table 1, as the load increases, the transient time performance faster. The
minimum error is 0.48 mm and the maximum error is 0.67 mm.
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Figure 6.  Experimental controller performance for 25 mm at varying loads

Table 1. Controller performance for 25 mm position distance at varying load
Criteria Rise time

(s)
Settling
Time(s)

Steady-stat
e error
(mm)

Overshoot
(%)

3.1 kg 0.24 0.51 0.67 0
5.2 kg 0.23 0.66 0.99 0
8.2 kg 0.18 0.61 0.48 0
13.4 kg 0.17 0.49 0.97 0
23.5 kg 0.8 0.49 0.59 16

4.3 Vary loads at 50 mm Position

Figure 7 captures the results of proposed controller tested at a 50 mm position distance and the performances are
recorded in Table 2. Similar to the results at a 25mm, the overshoots of 12% only occurred when the proposed
controller tested at a 23.5 kg load. Compared to 25 mm position distance, the 50 mm position distance displays
increased maximum position error at 3.01 mm while the minimum position error remains at 0.48mm. However, there is
no trend or relationship between transient time and load. The transient time demonstrates fluctuate trend as load
increased.
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Figure 7.  Experimental controller performance for 50 mm at varying loads

Table 2. Controller performance for 50 mm position distance at varying load

Criteria Rise time
(s)

Settling
Time(s)

Steady-stat
e error
(mm)

Overshoot
(%)

3.1 kg 0.30 0.72 1.04 0
5.2 kg 0.32 0.54 0.48 0
8.2 kg 0.37 0.69 0.81 0
13.4 kg 0.26 0.69 0.81 0
23.5 kg 0.19 0.70 3.01 12

4.4 Vary Load at 100 mm Position

The position distance was increased to 100 mm and is illustrates in Figure 8 and the criteria performance is
tabulated in Table 3. Referring to the Table 3, the overshoots of 2.7% appear at 13.4 kg loads and at 23.5 kg loads
shows 16.9% overshoot. The maximum position error is 3.01 mm and minimum position error is 0.46 mm. For 50 mm
position distance, as the load tested increases, the transient time increase.
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Figure 8.  Experimental controller performance for 100 mm at varying loads

Table 3. Controller performance for 100 mm position distance at varying load

Criteria Rise time
(s)

Settling
Time(s)

Steady-stat
e error
(mm)

Overshoot
(%)

3.1 kg 0.41 0.78 0.46 0
5.2 kg 0.41 0.82 0.46 0
8.2 kg 0.44 0.82 0.81 0
13.4 kg 0.48 0.82 0.81 2.7
23.5 kg 0.21 1.55 3.01 16.9

4.5 Vary Load at 200 mm Position

Finally, the proposed controller was tested to a 200 mm position distance.  Figure 9 shown the results of the
proposed controller at varying load and the criteria performances is recorded in Table 3.  From Table 3, the overshoots
of the system, occurred at 23.5 kg load.  The maximum position error is 1.43 mm and the minimum position error is
1.43 mm.  The transient time increased as the load increases.
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Figure 9.  Experimental controller performance for 200 mm at varying loads

Table 3. Controller performance for 200 mm position distance at varying load
Criteria Rise time

(s)
Settling
Time(s)

Steady-stat
e error
(mm)

Overshoot
(%)

3.1 kg 0.34 0.81 0.51 0
5.2 kg 0.50 0.86 0.77 0
8.2 kg 0.50 1.04 1.43 0
13.4 kg 0.52 1.05 1.13 0
23.5 kg 0.54 1.04 1.33 3.05

For the overall evaluated distance, the steady state error exhibits spike position error at 23.5 kg load for 50 mm and
100 mm position error. Others, not display spike position error. The maximum steady state error of 1.43 mm and
minimum error of 0.46 mm. Overall time response performance for distances less than or equal to 25 mm; as the
evaluated load increased, the time response decreased. Meanwhile, as we increased the position distance, the time
response rose in proportion to the evaluated load. According to the overall results, the proposed method's performance
is capable of exhibiting no overshoots for loads less than 23.5 kg, with a maximum overshoot of 16.9 %.

Similar to the relations between transient time and load analysis that have been discusses in previous subsection,
the transient time increase as the position distance increase. These results exhibits that the positions distance and loads
influence the transient time performance. As the load increased, the momentum to start and stop the mass increased.
This is the reason the rise time and settling time increased as the loads and position distance increased.

5. Conclusion

This paper focus on experimental study of the proposed method at varying loads and varying position distance.
The proposed controller are tests for 3.1 kg, 5.2 kg, 8.2 kg, 13.4 kg and 23.5 kg loads. Also, the proposed controller are
tests for position distance 25 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm and 200 mm. The experimental results demonstrated that the load
and position distance influence the transient time and the overshoot of the position tracking of the EPA systems. In
terms of the effectiveness of the proposed controller, the proposed controller improved the transient response, steady
state error and overshoot of the pole-placement with cascade inverse dead-zone compensator. In comparison with
reported controller in the literature review, for load 3kg, the proposed controller improved the settling time and
overshoot of the fuzzy self-adaptive PID controller. In this paper, the model identification and controller design of the
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proposed controller depends only on position transducer which reduced the numbers of sensor and cost in positioning
the EPA system. In order to improve the robustness of the EPA system, gain scheduling for load and position distance
based can be a solution for the future work in positioning accuracy of the EPA system.
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